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We met this team on the threshold
of their fifth year on general management. Business was thriving and
their manufacturing company was
marking a double digit growth year
after year. Hard work was being done
and p
 roblems were solved on the
spot. Nevertheless… over the last
year, their well-oiled machine wasn’t
running as smoothly as it had been
before.

Beanmachine insisted on urgently making time to start
up a thorough dialogue within the team. We also advised
them to engage stakeholders, independently of their
team. They were to take part in the dialogue and the preparatory on line questionnaire (Team X-Ray). It wasn’t easy
for the team to settle down with the idea that they were
getting ‘help’. They were used to coping with issues themselves and no one was in for time consuming soft-soaping.

Beanmachine involved the team
members in drawing up the
questionnaire. Our client remained
the captain of the ship and we were
able to stay on top of their needs.

After a fortnight, we presented the “Team X-Ray”
results and we got the general management to do the
analysis themselves. Within a well structured process,
Beanmachine navigated the board of directors together
with the external stakeholders through 5 layers of team
performance.

WHY

It suddenly seemed as if nothing ran
swimmingly. Our former solutions didn’t
reach the new complexity standards of
our business anymore. The unanswered
questions on many issues, as well
as the interpersonal relationships
seriously vexed us. Fact was: We
couldn’t afford another attrition.
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comprehending and determining
the team an assignment

WHAT

shaping and dealing with an
assignment as a team

HOW

building team relationships and
evolving maturity

WHO

expanding the teams network
and influence within the company

DEVELOP

learning and developing as one team

The entire group submerged into a profound dialogue,
in which they looked for and finally found their proper
answers.
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The Team X-ray
provided the correct
language to start up
a proper dialogue.
Finally, we managed
again to talk with each
other, rather than
about each other. We
agreed, not to add
extra complexity to our
interpersonal relations…
Out there, things are
complex enough.”

At Beanmachine we were even struck
by the fact that a fresh team with fresh
dynamics arose during our workshop.
Because of the engagement of external stakeholders, a broader support
was being created. This proved to be
an important lever.

A few months later Beanmachine reconnected with the board of directors
as well as the external stakeholders. In
about two hours we revitalized the dialogue and we helped re-framing minor
issues. “Such a delight witnessing this
(renewed) team being back on track.”

Launching our on-line Team X-ray is an important
accelerator in every project. Every time again, we establish
how this (fully customizable) 5 layer survey in no time
succeeds in getting every person involved in the process.
Individual learning starts here, along with the first informal
coffee talks on the subject. And during the entire process
it keeps both team leader and team members focused on
what really makes a difference in performing as a team.
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This successful challenger in the Belgian energy market chose to deeply
co-create the way they do business
with their employees, more specifically with their operational teams.
And when they say co-create… they
mean co-create! This is where Beanmachine came in.

With their unique style and position the organization
obviously refused to settle with off-the-shelve solutions.
Beanmachine immediately installed an internal design
group. We got the right people on board and got them
to make a thorough diagnosis. Beanmachine facilitated
the design in building a customer specific solution,
almost from scratch, fitting in even the smallest needs.
(e.g. We implemented a reference to Insights® which
already existed and lived within the company)
We established a fully customized on-line ‘Team X-ray’,
with the purpose to accelerate the whole process. After
that, approximately 20 teams got actively involved
in the process of confronting team leaders and team
members with a survey on what really matters. Individual learning started here; carrying out informal dialogues in coffee corners all over the company.
Faithful to the co-creational approach of this project,
we took the challenge even further. We started training
internal facilitators who would not only serve the project itself. These empowered facilitators would prove to
be an extra asset for their organization in every future
teaming intervention as well! It is without any doubt one
of Beanmachine’s favourite ways to offer organizations
a sustainable transfer of methods. This is what ‘eating
your own dog food’ really means.
About 15 passionate internal facilitators, equipped
with customized Beanmachine tools and methods,
started roaming the entire organization with their
4-hour team workshops. All teams submerged into
what truly and personally mattered, with reference to
the company’s challenges. Every team generated it’s
own team-dashboard which they integrated to their
daily planning- and weekly meeting white-boards. After
this and throughout the whole company, the facilitators
installed a ‘Teaming wall of fame’. This famous wall
assured that teams would constantly stay tuned into
each other’s ambitions and challenges. Even long after
Beanmachine had left the building, this would still be
an ongoing matter.

“Our organization made the strategic
choice of putting the operational
teams fully in charge of our daily
business. This way we want to be more
responsive to future market demands.”
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Finally, as a part of our client’s yearly company incentive,
we set up a playful large-scaled group exercise. It focused
on the team-collaboration across the different company
divisions. Result: a huge success and loads of fun. Working
with several teams at once adds complexity but also offers
the opportunity to create large-scaled awareness. Our
group interventions leave a landmark to which management and teams can refer for many years. We also tend
to spice these group interventions up with a memorable
keynote speaker and some playful learning methods. The
perfect recipe for an unforgettable day.
Beanmachine has left the building?
Here is where the ‘Team Dashboards’ take over. The KPI’s
(or even better OKR’s) the team agreed upon during Beanmachine’s workshops are visually captured and displayed
on monthly ‘Team Dashboards’. This is our way to enforce
that the dialogue on what really matters continues, and
that learnings are put into practice.

Our large group
interventions
leave a landmark
to which
management and
teams can refer
for many years.
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Given the size of the operation, an overview of all teams is also
needed. While the ‘Team X-ray’ focusses on the micro environment
of one team, Beanmachine also developed a ‘Teaming Bird’s Eye’.
The latter offers an executive summary and allows broader metadata interpretations on an organizational level. Not all of today’s
challenges lie within the impact of the teams themselves. Sometimes
the management has to take responsability as well.
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We met one of the booming teams
of this massive HR Service company. Young, dynamic and gifted
consultants with a tremendous
focus for their service-clients, led
by a team leader with a nose for
business development… Sounds
like the key to success, don’t you
think? Still… this wasn’t quite what
the team felt and felt like.

It was the team leader himself who pulled the alarm.
He encountered tensions amongst his team members
on a daily bases, but he wasn’t able to put the issues to
discussion. In a face to face situation some of the problems
were being enounced, but awkward silence fell upon them
when trying to discuss the matters in group. This is where
Beanmachine came in. We decided to act right away
since business results were still booming. We didn’t want
the team to lose focus. Together with the team leader we
decided to send out the standardized “Team X-ray”. Based
upon the results of this on-line survey, one week later we
organized our first deep-team-dialogue. The team leader
instantly noticed that, from the day our survey had been
sent out, his team had already been reconnecting to each
other. Things had been in motion even before we started
the actual dialogue.

We just didn’t see that one part of the
team couldn’t wait to grow even faster,
while the other part was struggling
to keep up. At last, Beanmachine’s
“Team X-Ray” surfaced the issue.

Within a well-structured process (based upon and
guided by the Team X-Ray), the team dived into the deep
dialogue they had needed so badly. We let them do the
analysis by themselves. Beanmachine mainly watched
over the process of constructive dialogue. This facilitating
approach always pays off. Even the team leader felt
relaxed and got involved in the talks. Our ‘Team Dialogue
Canvas’ then allowed us to visually navigate this eager
group through 5 layers of team performance:

WHY

Business goals are doing well,
not to say remarkably well! Still,
somehow, as a team we don’t seem
to benefit from our successes…

WHAT

shaping and dealing with an
assignment as a team

HOW

building team relationships and
evolving maturity

WHO

expanding the teams network
and influence within the company

DEVELOP
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comprehending and determining
the team an assignment

learning and developing as one team
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This was exactly what both team members and team leader
needed. They spoke constructive words regarding to their
most important learnings:

×× A clear intake of cases causes less quarrel and
decay within our team.
×× Let’s not send all our energy to our customers,
we have to keep some behind for each other.
×× We want to be noticed more as a team. We should show
ourselves more within as well as without the company.
After three sessions, we reconnected to the team. You could actually
start to sense the efficiency of their actions and efforts of the last
few weeks. The team had found new impulses and above all: they’d
learned how to instantly nip new issues in the bud. Countering the
two different speeds within the team, still remained a challenge. But
now it had become a common challenge, rather than a frustrating
individual one.

We all wanted
to be strong and
brave… wanted to
solve things on
our own. That’s
how we lost
track of each
other… That’s how
we forgot that
there’s a solid
organization
to lean on.

Launching our on-line Team X-ray is an important
accelerator in every project. Every time again, we establish
how this (fully customizable) 5 layer survey in no time
succeeds in getting every person involved in the process.
Individual learning starts here, along with the first informal
coffee talks on the subject. And during the entire process
it keeps both team leader and team members focused on
what really makes a difference in performing as a team.
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Within the challenging context
of the technology market,
organizations are forced to
regularly reinvent themselves and
to adapt existing structures to new
purposes. This, without doubt,
weighs on established teams.
They’re constantly looking for the
right balance between performing
on a high level and developing new
team-identities.

This was also the case for this team of business leaders.
Due to their spontaneous focus on their business goals,
they tended to lose track of the functioning of their new
composite team. Blurry agreements and unpurified overlaps
were common. Some leaders only concentrated on their
own departments…
TIME FOR A TIME-OUT!
TIME TO RECONNECT AND REALLIGN!
This team chose for Beanmachine’s “Team X-ray” and
for a workshop during their strategic seminar. Launching
our on-line Team X-ray proves to be an important accelerator
in every project. Every time again, we establish how this
(fully customizable) 5 layer survey in no time succeeds in
getting every person involved in the process. Individual
learning starts here, along with the first informal coffee
talks on the subject.
We organized a well embedded workshop using a well
s tructured process (guiding material co-created in a design
team and ignited by the ‘Team X-ray’). The team was b
 eing
submerged into deep dialogue on what truly matters.
Looking for their proper answers, Beanmachine navigated
the EMEA mancom through 5 layers of team performance:

WHY

comprehending and determining
the team an assignment

WHAT

shaping and dealing with an
assignment as a team

HOW

building team relationships and
evolving maturity

WHO

expanding the teams network
and influence within the company

DEVELOP

learning and developing as one team

As a result of an organizational
redesign, the EMEA mancom of an
important technology player was
extended with 4 new members. How
to integrate the new members while
keeping the focus on business?
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In this team of mature members, we chose to let them carry out an
analysis of their strengths and weaknesses based upon the ‘X-ray’
reports, themselves. This way, we instantly put the ownership as
well as the solutions to the issues on the team members’ plate.
They decided upon which actions and priorities they wanted to
implement and after that they nailed them down on their half-yearly
‘Team Dashboard’. In this case, the team emphasized on:

×× Getting to know each others’ business
and complementaries.
×× Actively pitching co-operations between several
team members and their departments.
×× Quickly shaping their proper identity towards
the market and their own organization.
Three months later Beanmachine reconnected with the EMEA
mancom (during one of their 2-weekly team meetings). In about
two hours we recapitulated the latest dashboard, revitalized the
dialogue and helped the team to resize/reframe some of the actions that got stuck. Although it’s a quick visit, we always find great
pleasure in reconnecting with teams we have genuinely taken interest in. On top of that: it’s very fulfilling to see them still on track!
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Beanmachine has left the building?
Here is where the ‘Team Dashboards’ take over. The KPI’s (aka OKR’s)
the team agreed upon during Beanmachine’s workshops are visually
captured and displayed on monthly ‘Team Dashboards’. This is our
way to enforce that the dialogue on what really matters continues,
and that learnings are put into practice.
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We’ve put our own
team on the agenda
of our fortnightly
‘strategic topics
meetings’. An asset
we tend to forget
way too often.
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The ‘Team X-Ray’
offered us many clear
and accurate topics
we urgently needed to
deal with. The dialogue
headed straight to the
core of our issues.
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